ILC Learning Pathway for Adult Classes
Beginners

Level 2

TALK It

TALK It

[Part 1]

[Part 2]

Interactive course suitable for Travellers!
It covers basic language you will need in
everyday situations with emphasis on
pronunciation, listening and speaking.

Box-set: 4 CDs + 2 Booklets

LEVEL A1 [Part 1]

Designed for students who
enjoy a more
traditional, structured
learning process & grammar.
Covers gender & adjective
agreement &
present tense verb
conjugations
Text book A1

Level 3

Level 4

LEVEL A2 [Part 1]

LEVEL A2 [Part 2]

This course is for students who
have covered the past, present
and future verb tenses.
Covers possessive adjectives,
imperfect verb tense and direct
object pronouns

Prerequisite: A2 part 1 or
equivalent.
Covers reflexive verbs (past,
present, future), indirect
object pronouns, impersonal
form, imperartive and
conditional verb tenses

Text book A2

Text book A2

LEVEL A1 [Part 2]
Prerequisite: able to use basic
Italian and present tense.
Covers second part of the
book used in Level 1 A1
Covers structure of simplest
past tense, future tense &
prepositions

Text book A1

Intermediate V&C
(1st semester)
This course is for students who
have covered the past, present
and future verb tenses. It has
been designed to enhance
students’ vocabulary and
conversational skills through
structured activities
Based on grammar section of
A2 part1 course.
A2 book used as skeleton

Intermediate V&C *
(2nd semester)
This course is for students
who have covered the past,
present and future verb tenses. It has been designed to
enhance students’ vocabulary
and conversational skills.

Level 5

Advanced V&C*

Intermediate Grammar

The foundation of the language
has been set with use of past,
present, future,
conditional & reflexive verbs in
place. Introduces past historic
and subjunctive.
Lessons delivered mostly in Italian

Text book B1 - RED

Text book A2 + interactive

stimulus material

stimulus material

Immersion days
Intensive Summer Courses
Pre-semester activities and conversation
drills tailored to group levels

* V&C = Vocab & Conversation

A strong knowledge of Italian is
required.
The course focuses on
consolidating grammar skills
through strategies which trigger
student confidence in speaking
accurately and with correct
pronunciation.
Lessons delivered in Italian

Text book B2 - ORANGE +
stimulus material
Text book instructions in Italian

Text book instructions in Italian

Based on grammar section of
A2 part2 course.
A2 book used as skeleton

Text book A2 + interactive

Advanced

Various activities focused on guiding students
to interact effectively and improve their
conversational skills

Book club
Fortnightly, Saturday mornings
Designed for advanced students
and teachers of Italian

